
ASK YOURSELF LIKE I DID...
Can I do end to end deals completely myself?

Do you long to be just sometimes in the comfort of your own home
on a monday morning or simply work hard and have fridays off? Or 
simply more flexibility?

Do I ever get a lead or business on in my day to day battle which I 
have to pass onto another part of the team due to silly corporate 
structure?

Do I feel that the recruitment markets are changing every day and
client and candidate information is far more accessible than in the 
past..?

Why do I give the majority of my billings to
someone else?  Why do I give most of my
life to someone else on a day to day basis?
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PASSPORT
PEGASUS ERP SOLUTIONS

 

RECRUITMENT FREEDOM

 



DEAR RECRUITER,

PAUL

Dear Recruiter, whom considers the Pegasus Passport! 

                     21st April 2014, 

A brief on myself; my name is Paul Lewis, I am 31 years old, founder and “hands on” ERP recruitment Director for 

Pegasus ERP Solutions Ltd. I began my career like most of us as a trainee to the ERP recruiting world with a punch 

of ambition. My success came from core people skills and a passion to be successful, since a youth I was accredited 

with other forms of success as player of the year at sports clubs and reaching county standard for football and 

tennis. My primary difference between other ERP recruiting professionals is that I choose to start my own business 

after just 18 months recruiting experience and have been living the dream since. 

My objective; is to take you through a series of relative emotions and perhaps you and I can reach a foundation of 

equality. 

I am absolutely sure that a size-able portion of today’s ERP recruiting professionals regularly say to themselves the 

inspirational words of “I am sure I can do this for myself!” You may be on yet another early morning train, you 

may be stuck in traffic, you may not agree with management, concerned of your actual future or far more simply 

from time to time weigh up your options despite being relatively happy where you are and still say “I am sure I can 

do this for myself!” and if you think you can... I’m sure you can too... 

Why do you give the majority of your billings to someone else? Why do you give most of your life to someone else 

on a day to day basis? This is exactly what I will help you change.  If you are a seasoned “new business recruiter” 

and/or “relationships recruiter” I firmly believe I have a life changing proposal for you to consider, 100% completely 

unique to your current circumstances. 

My motivation; is to provide you “a means to scratch an entrepreneurial itch” a passport for personal success. 

We are in 2014, technology, ease of infrastructure, communications streams are cutting edge, historically so called 

“sensitive data” is now available to anybody, recruitment companies traditional value was “sensitive data” access, 

data access has never been so accessible today, it’s the major by-product of technology and social network 

advancement with tools such as LinkedIn. 

Passport success; the summer of 2012, Rasul Mustofa choose my proposal during the concept stage, I was still 

finalising the model, I still have his offers from two recognised ERP recruiting labels in my archive as he had 

brought them as evidence of his options to our final meeting. 

He had worked for one recruiter for 6 years and seeking something new he moved onto two more companies in 

short succession however could not settle, he could not find exactly what he was looking for... He just felt limited 

by working on a PAYE basis, standard commission structures and ultimately owing his day to day life to a 

recruitment company... 

Im pleased to confirm my relationship with Rasul could not be stronger today and he has never been happier or 

earned so much money in his life! I will follow this introduction with a letter Rasul wrote back in December 2012 

after 6 months of partnership. 

My promise; not an opportunity remotely like this on the market, built by a ex-permanent employed recruiter, 

turned successful recruitment business owner, built with you in mind still on your seat today.  I will help make your 

dreams happen.  Thats my promise.  Early adopters will have natural benefits… 

!
Yours faithfully, 

!!!
Paul Lewis 

Founder 

Pegasus Passport in Association 

Pegasus ERP Solutions Ltd



Pegasus ERP Solutions are pleased to present on a first to 
market basis the “Pegasus Passport”.

The solution provides a recruiter the complete genetics to
operate and run your own successful recruitment business and is 
100% completely unique to any offering in the market. 100%
unequalled, we are not just offering a payroll solution, generic 
support services or simple brand name.

We are offering you an Associate Director opportunity which 
means you have 100% access to everything myself Paul Lewis has; 
the founder of Pegasus ERP Solutions on a day to day basis!

You are left to recruit ONLY! Thats my guarantee, and if you like 
simply focus on new business and sit back and watch the Pegasus 
internal team support you with absolute first class CV’s for your 
client.

You simply operate a Ltd company which works in association 
with Pegasus as a services agreement which means you are in-
stantly propelled into a far greater situation then your current 
one, it takes years to grow the foundations of A successful busi-
ness and I am offering you complete access overnight coupled 
with myself as a mentor and investor should you wish to grow 
your business in numbers more then yourself.

Our concept is complete, tried and tested and will officially be 
launching to the commercial recruiters market by way of private 
appointment during Q4 2014.  Early adopters should start to 
make contact now as we are ready for you.

We are currently setting up hot desk and appointment centres in 
London and Manchester with future aspirations for Amstelveen, 
Munich, Zurich, Shanghai and New York working with the most 
prestigous events operation for Directors, IoD (Institute of Di-
rectors) as the passport is going to be a truly global operation 
which will support compound development of data across the 
world allowing each passport holder to leverage each others 
efforts and tap into a global network.

THE PEGASUS PASSPORT

 



Pegasus passport is the license to achieving your recruiting and 
personal dreams, work when you want, work where you want, 
earn more and do less! Bill less and earn more! Bill more and 
earn even more!

Can you imagine…

• Picking up a new job from the comfort of any destination you   
  wish to work from and being able if you wish to delegate the    
  search to our ERP resourcing team consisting of experienced   
  contigency, contract and permanent executive search
  recruiters with a service level agreement to completion?

• Having a great 20K month and earning over £10,000 and not   
  even having to see one piece of paperwork due to our onsite   
  Finance and Administration team support?

• Working a 3 or 4 Day week from the comfort of your own   
  home and earning much more then you currently do for
  slogging it on trains 5 days a week?

• Doing a 10K deal and earning £5,000 with no grey area or
  additional costs?

• Owning your own limited company and enjoying the real tax   
  relief advantages which currently anger you on a decent
  paycheck?  

• Being part of something you can really call your own, having  
  your destiny in your own hands with an option to sale your
  operation directly to us and earning a cheque from 100K to a  
  Million pounds in the future rather then ending your career   
  with a pension and a thanks for your effort?!

THE PEGASUS PASSPORT

 

www.timetrade.com/book/9J3VK

CLICK ME 



RASULS LETTER

 
 PEGASUS 

21 Eastcastle Street 
London 

W1W 8DD 

 
                                                        18th December 2012, 

Dear Paul, 
 
Firstly happy Christmas and thanks for the opportunity, upon reflection I understand you are looking to build the 

Associate Recruitment Director program and would like to share my thoughts and feelings from the start as I 

was unsure with limited exposure in the first instance. 
 
 When you meet with Paul Lewis, instantly you are in the presence of a focused company Director and ERP 

Recruitment Consultant.  His energy and direct approach is just simply clear cut, there is no grey area which is 

always a great start to any business or even personal relationship.  I had offers at various at ERP recruitment 

companies such as Maximus, however when I was coached by Paul into the reality of the offer with Pegasus it 

was a no brainer. 
  
Starting at 50% commission for example 10K deal pockets you 5K via a limited company which means 60K + 

over a year, however via a Ltd Company that works out to be circa 100K on a PAYE permanent employed 

basis!  Then the work/life balance is just unbeatable, I work from home some days, I work at the Pegasus office 

some days or I work at my office provided by Pegasus close to my home in Stratford.  The flexibility allows me 

to give more time to my family, my personal interests and also now actually look at my future, which began 

with a referral from Paul to a Financial Advisor.  
 
 It’s exciting, it’s what he sais any recruiter which is generating their own new business and putting circa 120K+ 

GP each year in the bag must of thought of owning their own recruitment business however, websites, finance 

issues, email, corporate image, recruitment software, offices, structure, resourcing support you can rely on, not 

to mention vision and strategy is just too much to take on whilst having to try and make money in the first few 

months.  Pegasus takes all of this away, basically I have a franchise of Pegasus but had no initial outlay just 

support and consistent belief was installed in me by Paul, he was out only for a Win -Win from the day I met 

him and the first Win would be for me just by the nature of the business."  When I was asked to write this article 

I had just completed 9 deals in 5 months already my life had changed. I wanted to express my thoughts for other 

recruiters considering this platform because in today’s market it’s a business model for the future, it’s amazing 

to work so close to another young like minded recruiter who took his journey 5 years ago, who can share his 

experience with you and save you from vital mistakes...  I feel so secure, for me... I can generate new business 

and provide the requirement to Tommy the ERP Resource Manager and his team and before I know it I am 

provided first class CV's.  Permanent background, local to client site, strong communication skills etc, it’s the 

cornerstone to my increase in business deals, Pegasus are very very good recruiters and it’s a pleasure to be part 

of something special which I can get a final return on at the end of my career....  On top of this you have a 

business partner, a partner with the experience you actually need to guarantee your future success...!  I did think 

about starting my own recruitment company prior to joining Pegasus and I am glad I did not, you get everything 

on day dot including a rising commission structure starting at 50%, resource team on hand etc. 

 
If you can do an end to end placement in contract or permanent recruitment and you are still working for another 

recruitment company the reality is you have limitations on your business success and also life, I would promote 

talking to Paul to simply consider the option in its entirety, thanks to the development of social networks and 

more specifically Linkedin, all the candidates and hiring managers are available anyway, let alone you have 

complete access to Pegasus database which is strictly ERP and BI data. 

 
Best Regards 
 
 
 
Rasul Mustofa 
 

           Rasul Mustofa Rasul Mustofa

“HAVING 7 YEARS AS A SENIOR RECRUITMENT CONSULTANT I WAS 
APPROACHED BY PAUL TO JOIN PEGASUS AS AN ASSOCIATE PARTNER, 
THE SINGLE BEST CHOICE I HAVE MADE IN MY CAREER, ALLOWING ME 
TO ACTIVATE MY ENTREPRENURITAL SPIRIT WHILST GAINING REAL 
BUSINESS SUPPORT TO GET THE SERIOUS FINANCIAL REWARD.  IVE 
GOT A REAL MENTOR AND SOMEONE WHO CAN SUPPORT ME 
DEVELOPING A FRANCHISE OF PEGASUS IN THE FUTURE.  BILLING 27K 
AND EARNING 13.5K IN A MONTH SAYS EVERTHING.”



Q: Does the Passport have a strong image, do you support phone and advertisement?
-Brand new website launch July 2014 (exclusively to SAP and Oracle Applications) www.pegasus-resource.com
-Personal recruiter video introduction to clients (optional)
- Integrated/web enabled candidate video interviewing for local or international
- Custom PDF documents and Global ERP Introductions
- Matt gloss business cards, GSM headed paper and HTML email signatures
- Global phone solution, unlimited local, international phone calls (unlimited landline or mobile)
- Global advertisement solution, unlimited job board posting (Jobserve, SAP Job Board etc via Broadbean)
- Premium Linkedin account offering 25 in-mails per month
- Professional recruitment terms and conditions from Lawspeed No1 for recruitment
- 40+ Internal business documents, templates and resources

Q: Who does Finance, invoicing, chasing? Contractor payments? Answers the phone if Im not there?
-Invoice, credit control and paid to you within 7 days of invoice
-Worldwide billing facility including sterling, euro, swiss franc and dollar
-Contractor payment solutions within 7 days of invoice and timesheet facility with Lloyds Commerical
-Call screening prior to conversation via our head office receptionist
-Never miss a call, automatic divert to our headoffice reception if you are engaged or unavailable 
-All incoming CV's uploaded and ERP skill attributed by administration on a real time daily basis
-All requested clients, contacts in a chosen discipline from Linkedin, Xing uploaded
-Automated Linkedin tool extracts current hiring managers from chosen searches to Excel!

Q: What about computers, phones, recruitment software, data? IT support?
-Duel screen monitor set-up, core i5 computer, wireless peripherals including camera
-State of the art VOIP phone system, bluetooth headset and smart phone capability 
-Choice of colour desk and supporting physical items coupled with an Executive chair
-Deak Video Conferencing premium services, onc click desktop application face2face with anybody in the team
-First choice software recruitment license (fully integrated to internal Pegasus database)
-Data Includes 40,000 SAP candidates and 20,000 SAP clients
-Data Includes 15,000 Oracle (e-biz) candidates ad 8,000 Oracle (e-biz) clients
 (Figures develop daily as per our day to day recruitment activity)
-Recruitment mailshot facilities include email and SMS (for contract speed)
-Microsoft Office 2010, word, excel, outlook and windows
-Email cloud solution for desktop, laptop, tablet and smart phone syncronzied folder system
-Performance profile analysis
-Robertson Technologies onsite and remote desktop IT Support
-Room101 cloud email remote desktop support
-First choice recruitment software support
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Q: Who will support me like a team lead or help with resourcing if I need it? 
- ERP Recruitment Director (myself) mentor for absolute support and motivation one p/call or video call click 
- ERP Resource Capability Manager one p/call or video call click
- ERP dedicated resource team including services, contingency, headhunting and contract high volume calls
- Ability to 100% outsource the resourcing perspective of your business desk on request of outsource with SLA

Q: Does the passport really start at 50% commission? YES!
-50% Commission (£0 - £20,000)
-60% Commission (£20,000 +)
-End of Year Bonus! To Discuss (100% of Decembers billings!!!)CO
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Q: What about basic management, team engagement, awards etc?
-Weekly Meeting virtual or onsite (Dial into team at office and other remote virtual pegasus passport attendees)
-Recruiter Think Tank sessions for shared personal and business development ideas
-Recruiter business desk assessment / Performance profiling
-Recruiter Awards
-Recruiter events which will include country wide paint-balling, Ferrari driving and team holidays!M
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www.timetrade.com/book/9J3VK

“I AM FOR ONE TRUELY EXCITED FOR THE FUTURE PEGASUS PASSPORT HOLDERS IN 
ASSOCIATION WITH PEGASUS ERP SOLUTIONS. THE PASSPORT OFFERS YOU
ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING! I HAVE POSITIONED IT PERFECTLY BETWEEN MAXIMUM 
FINANCIAL RETURN & MINIMAL BUSINESS OWNERSHIP RESPONSIBILITY, TO THE RIGHT 
RECRUITER IT WILL JUST MAKE COMMON SENSE. THE BY-PRODUCT OF THE PASSPORT 
WILL CERTAINLY EXPOSE THE GOOD RECRUITERS WITHIN THE INDUSTRY”



Pegasus ERP Solutions Ltd
1 King Street
London
EC2V 8AU

+44 (0) 207 060 3936

passport@pegasus-resource.com

THE PEGASUS PASSPORT ENABLES YOU TO OPERATE AS PEGASUS ERP SOLUTIONS 
LTD.  YOU CAN BASE YOURSELF FROM YOUR HOME OR I WILL INVEST IN A LOCAL 
EXPANDABLE OFFICE.  ALTERNATIVELY YOU CAN UTILISE OUR HOT DESK OPERATION 
FROM OVER 60 LOCATIONS UK, EU, ASIA, UAE OR USA

 

LIFE CHANGING NEXT STEPS
 Well... communication is everything so put us to the test, call 
our switchboard which will also be your switchboard on +44 
207 060 3936 and ask for myself Paul Lewis or simply call
my mobile on +44 7718 883 386 in the strictest confidence.
Alternatively book an appointment now, just book it you have 
nothing to lose what so ever.

This is the single most logical route for the experienced ERP 
or BI Recruiter... Alternatively you can pair up with a recruiting
college and start together on the same conditions.

This provides you a real life freedom passport, suited working 
times at your most crucial personal concentration hours,
actually being in control, this will take you from driving out 
in that new soft top convertible car with your rolex sparkling 
in the sun to spending more time with loved ones and family to 
watching your children grow up...

You owe yourself to find out more, click the act now or pop me 
a call, it might just be the best thing you ever do.... 

www.timetrade.com/book/9J3VK


